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Key Qualities of an Effective Mentor or 
Coach for Entrepreneurs, Leaders or High Achievers 

If you want to make great, fast, efficient progress in your life and/or business, it’s critical for you to 

invest in hiring (that’s right, invest money), a mentor/coach, and also a Mastermind program. 

Figuring it out along the way all by yourself is painful! So why not avoid as much of that as possible 

and shortcut your way to success?

If you’ve ever had a great Mentor, you know how powerful that relationship was, or potentially could 

have been! 

Great mentoring relationships help us move closer to our fullest potential. And the best of them help 

us to avoid most, if not all, of the pitfalls and challenges that the mentor has either experienced 

himself or seen in other clients. 

However, not all Mentor/Mentee relationships work out. Why? 

The key is investing in a Mentor and/or Mastermind program; because when you do that, you’re also 

investing in: 

Yourself Your Future Your Family

All high performing people have a Mentor. It doesn’t matter if you’re working for or heading up a 

for-profit or nonprofit; the fact is simply this: 

You want to perform to your fullest potential, you need a Mentor and/or Mastermind group. 

So with that background, here are some key qualities of an effective Mentor/Coach you must keep in 

mind when you’re looking. 
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Before choosing a mentor:
A. be sure to ask yourself if you are coachable! (It really does start with YOU!)

You can’t be stubborn, bullheaded, or defensive; you must be open to new ideas. 

If you’ve gone through several mentors or mastermind programs and they all have the same problem, it 

might be time to look in the mirror and ask, “What’s the common denominator here?” Maybe it’s you; 

maybe you’re not open-minded enough to be coachable. 

A mentor is responsible TO you; but they are not responsible FOR you. They don’t get in the game, or on 

the field for you. They guide you. 

YOU STILL HAVE TO DO THE HARD WORK. 

You’re hiring a mentor, not a messiah! 

If you aren’t humble and don’t do what they say, don’t waste your time or money, or the mentor’s time. 

Because they want to make a difference; they want to have successful clients. If you’re not willing to be 

coachable, then you’re robbing them of that opportunity. 

And you’ve got to be completely honest! 

Ultimately, you want your coach to look forward to their time with you. 

Before choosing a mentor:
B. seek the right relationship 

Some of these relationships don’t work out because of style, expectations, approach, experience, or 

even the fact that it’s not the right industry. 

If it isn’t the right relationship, don’t be afraid to part ways with your current coach/mentor and invest 

in a new one! 

You’ll also sometimes outgrow them, depending upon their level of expertise. 

Fulfilling the other keys in this document will almost guarantee you have the right relationship. 
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Before choosing a mentor:
C. review the mentor’s track record of success 

What are their past clients saying? How have they been 

helped? 

You should be able to find testimonials or some metrics 

that prove the person knows what they’re doing and how 

to mentor others. 

Before choosing a mentor:
D. consider your industry 

It may or may not be important for you to hire someone with your 

industry experience. It all depends upon the main purpose for which 

you’re getting a coach. 

Most of the time, it’s not an entrepreneurship problem; it’s a leadership 

problem. And a leader will transcend industry. 

Before 
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Key Qualities Of An Effective Mentor:

Key 1: A Caring, Sharing Spirit And Willingness To Teach 

They shouldn’t be holding anything back. They should be sharing what they know and have learned, 

and what they have experienced and witnessed from others. 

Key 2: Enough Wisdom And Experience For Your Needs 

They don’t need to be the biggest rock star in the industry; they need to be able to relate to you and

understand what you need based upon where you currently are. 

We say, “4th graders look like Gods to 1st graders.” So if you’re in 1st grade, you don’t necessarily 

need, or want, a high schooler to mentor you; they may just be too advanced and have forgotten 

what it’s like to be a 1st grader. 

Key 3: Possess A Positive Outlook 

They must have a positive spirit, outlook, and be a positive role model for you. 

You’ll face enough negativity in the rest of the world; you don’t need negativity in a mentoring 

relationship. 
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Key 4: Honest With You 

While you have to be honest with your mentor, they must be honest with 

you - it’s a two-way street. 

They can’t be telling you what they think you WANT to hear. 

Furthermore, some mentors are more concerned with being liked than 

doing an effective job. They must be willing to be fired by you at any 

point in time. 

Note: Having a Confidentiality, Non-Disclosure and Non-Circumvent 

agreement between the two of you, although not a must, is pretty 

important as it will free both of you up to be honest. 

Key 5: Enthusiastic About What They Do 

You don’t want someone mentoring and coaching you just to earn a 

paycheck. 

They’ve gotta be excited about you, themselves, and the process they go 

through with you. 

Top Qualities 

Of An Effective 
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Positive Outlook 
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Key 6: Objectivity 

Key 7: Compassion 
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Key 6: Objectivity 

Key 7: Compassion 

Good mentors love you, care about you, and want you to do great things, and thus, they’ll deliver 

any bad news in a kind and compassionate manner. 

Sometimes our mentors will be the only safe, compassionate and honest space we have in our lives. 

Key 8: A Great Listener 

Being a Great Listener isn’t simply hearing and repeating back what you said; they need to be able 

to read between the lines, and ideally verbally state what you’re THINKING. This implies they also 

need to be able to hear what you’re NOT saying. 

They will also check-in with you along the way to ensure they are getting the correct vibe or 

feeling from what or how you’re saying what you’re saying. Effective mentors pose probing 

questions for clarification. 

Key 9: Dedicated To Lifelong Learning 

They must continue to be a student of their industry and life in general. Because, while some things 

don’t change, others do. For example, culture is different today than 20 years ago. 

They need to be curious about life and people; curiosity may kill the cat, but curiosity makes a great 

mentor - it leads to learning and discovering new things. 

They must be willing to look at all sides, from their perspective, and also from yours. 

Truth is hard; your friends and family often won’t give you the objective, real view. They are too 

close to you and the situation. 
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Key 10: Cares About Your Whole Health, And Not Just The 

Bottom Line 

Success and happiness is about living an integrated life, not working 100 hours a week and killing 

your health and relationships in the process. 

Key 11: Offers Direct And Respectful Feedback 

A great mentor must be direct; but if they are too direct (meaning done without respect or care for 

you), then it’s possible you will close down. 

So they should maintain a proper balance and know how to say what needs to be said in a way that 

will allow you to stay open and listening. 

Key 12: Respected Not Just By Their Clients, But By Their 

Peers and Colleagues 

Mentors learn from each other and will share their best practices, but only IF there is mutual respect 

between the mentors themselves. 

If a mentor isn't respected in their industry, then there is something wrong. 

Key 13: Open Minded 

Mentors need to be open to various points of view and seek alternative ways of doing things due to 

the changing landscape in culture and business. 
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Key 8: A Great 

Listener 

Key 9: Dedicated To 

Lifelong Learning 

Key 10: Cares About 

Your Whole 

Health, And Not 

Just The Bottom Line 

Key 11: Offers Direct 

And Respectful 

Feedback 

Key 12: Respected Not 

Just By Their Clients, 

But By Their Peers And 

Colleagues 

Key 13: Open Minded 

Key 14: Inspires Others 

Key 14: Inspires Others 

They see the potential in others and themselves, and communicate in a 

way that inspires others to move forward and take action. 

Key 15: Self-Reflective 

They need to be willing to share what they did right, what they did 

wrong, where they’ve crashed and burned, where they’ve had huge 

successes or made great impact, and where they’ve hurt people’s 

feelings, etc. 

We hire mentors to keep us from going over the cliff, so they need to be 

able to share not just successes, but the failures that occurred along the 

way. 

Key 16: Shows Discretion 

If you have an open, honest, and confidential relationship, the last thing 

you want is for your mentor to share with others what is confidential 

between the two of you. 

Key 17: Disciplined 

They show up on time and take the relationship seriously. 
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Key 15: Self-Reflective 

Key 16: Shows 

Discretion 

Key 17: Disciplined 

Key 18: Available For 

True Emergencies 

Key 19: Doesn’t TELL 

You What To Do Most 

Of The Time 

Key 20: Doesn’t Want 

You As A Mentee 

Forever 

Key 18: Available For True Emergencies 

There are times when you need extra help, so they should be available for 

that from time-to-time. But don’t abuse that, or else you’ll damage the 

relationship. 

Key 19: Doesn’t TELL You What To Do Most 

 Of The Time 

They don’t tell you what to do, but they help you have awakenings so you 

can own what you do. 

They ask questions more than they make statements, drawing out of you 

what needs to be done. 

Key 20: Doesn’t Want You As A  

Mentee Forever

In certain ways, it’s like a parent; a parent doesn’t want their child to be 

a child the rest of their life. A parent wants their child to blossom, grow 

up, and be out on their own, coming closer to their fullest potential. 

If a mentor is doing their job right, one day you won’t need them 

anymore; that should be where the relationship heads. 
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Larry Broughton is an award-winning ceo & entrepreneur, 

best-selling author, keynote speaker, and former US Army 

Green Beret. His upbeat, unique approach to 

entrepreneurship, leadership and life have been featured 

in news articles from the New York Times to the Los 

Angeles Times. He has appeared on every major 

television network, as well as CNN, CNBC and MSNBC. 

Larry can be reached at fb.com/larrybroughton, on 

twitter at @larrybroughton, and at yoogozi.com or 

larrybroughton.me.

Dave is Larry’s partner in FLASHPOINTS and yoogozi.com 

 He’s a certified John Maxwell speaker/trainer/coach, 

works with a marriage ministry at onefleshawakening.com, 

and does website design with Wordflirt.com. He previously 

worked in the corporate world for 30 years as leader of 

diverse teams at a semiconductor company. Dave can be 

reached on twitter @thedavebraun, and at yoogozi.com.

Want to learn more?

See our Mastermind programs at 

yoogozimastermind.com

See our weekly articles on entrepreneurship and leadership at 

yoogozi.com
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